Previous spectroscopically determined potentials for both H 2 16 O and NO 2 are discussed. It is shown that a recent H 2 16 O potential energy surface due to D. Xie and G. Yan (1996. Chem. Phys. Lett. 248, 409), which was determined by fits to vibrational term values alone and was claimed to be more accurate than other published spectroscopically determined potentials for this system, actually gives unacceptably poor results for rotationally excited water. Reasons for this failure are discussed and the dangers of relying on vibrational term values alone are emphasized. Previous spectroscopic potentials for ground state NO 2 are all found to have problems with unphysical minima (''holes''). Starting from the potential energy surface for the ground (X 2 A 1 ) electronic state of NO 2 constructed by S. A. Tashkun and P. Jensen (1994. J. Mol. Spectrosc. 165, 173) using the approximate MORBID approach a suitable starting point for fits using an exact kinetic energy operator approach was constructed. Least-squares fits to 17 potential parameters gives a potential which reproduces 173 vibrational term values with a standard deviation of only 2.8 cm 01 in the lowenergy region (õ10 000 cm 01 ). For many even levels below, and all levels above, approximately 10 000 cm 01 the first excited electronic state (Ã 2 B 2 ) perturbs the vibrational energy levels of the ground state. We were unable to fit these levels. Tests show that the resulting effective potential surface has no problems with unphysical holes and gives a reasonable representation of the rotational structure of the low-lying vibrational states of NO 2 . ᭧ 1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
rate ground electronic state potential energy surface for NO 2 . There is a full set of vibrational energy levels available (8) . In recent years there has been increasing use of variational The problem is interesting as quantum chaos sets in at higher calculations to invert spectroscopic data and obtain spectro-energies (9) (10) (11) . Also, a ground state PES is needed to study scopically determined (effective) potential energy surfaces. the problems involved with the coupling with the higher Indeed for light triatomic molecules this method is rapidly electronic state and to study the breakdown of the Borntaking over from perturbation theory as the method of choice Oppenheimer approximation. There is additional interest in for representing experimental data. A particular virtue of NO 2 as it is an atmospherically important molecule, notably this method is that for a given system the vibrations and being involved in atmospheric ozone chemistry (12) . rotations are governed by the same potential. This means There have been several previous spectroscopic determithat data obtained on vibrationally excited levels can help nations of the NO 2 X 2 A 1 state potential. The first attempt to determine the behavior of the molecule under rotational was by Tashkun and Jensen (TJ) (13) . This potential has excitation and vice versa.
been subsequently refined by Vilanove and Jacon (VJ) (14) In this paper we discuss spectroscopically determined po-and Xie and Yan (15) , with XY claiming significantly tentials for the systems NO 2 and H 2 16 O. The water molecule higher accuracy. These potentials will be discussed in the both is of fundamental importance and has become a testing next section. The ground and first excited potential energy ground for various inversion techniques. In part this is be-surfaces of NO 2 have also been the subject of a series of ab cause conventional, perturbation theory based, effective initio studies by Petrongolo and co-workers (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . The Hamiltonians diverge when used to represent higher rota-most recent of these works (20, 21) also uses available tionally excited states of water. A number of water potentials experimental data to refine their potential, but the accuracy have been determined using spectroscopic data. Recent sur-achieved was significantly lower than the other determinafaces include those due to Jensen 
II. PREVIOUS POTENTIALS
Xie and Yan (XY) (6) , and Partridge and Schwenke (7) .
There are several reasons for attempting to create an accu-(a) H 2 O surface was determined using variational calculations and can easily give a distorted potential which does not reproduce the rotational energy level structure of the molecule. the available observed vibrational term values up to 21 221 This is what appears to have happened in this case. Table 1 also gives the results obtained ture of the dark states is insufficiently well characterized using the recently spectroscopically determined PJT2 poten-to allow for extrapolation back to the J Å 0 level. Indeed tial of Polyansky et al. (5) . This potential was determined recent assignment of the spectrum of hot water has conusing not only 63 vibrational term values but also 3200 firmed this suspicion in the case of ( 050 ) ( 29 ) . Our rotational term values with excitation up to J Å 14. It is analysis also shows that the ( 060 ) term value, whose clear that the PJT2 potential gives an excellent representation derivation appears obscure, is also incorrect. of the rotationally excited states. Similar agreement was obIt would be simplistic to dismiss problems with XY's tained with Polyansky et al.'s previous spectroscopically spectroscopically determined potential as due to a poor equidetermined potential (4). Furthermore we have demon-librium structure or the inclusion of unreliable data. The strated that these potentials are capable of very accurate error in the equilibrium structure is very small and the higher extrapolation; for rotational states up to as high as they have bending overtones characterize potential parameters which been assigned experimentally, J Ç 35, errors of only Ç0.1 otherwise would remain ill-determined. The fundamental cm 01 are found (4). problem is that vibrational term values alone are insufficient So why is it that XY's calculation gives such poor results to correctly characterize a spectroscopically determined pofor rotationally excited water? The answer lies in the fact tential. This is demonstrated by Fernley et al. (30) who that vibrational term values alone are insufficient to charac-compared four spectroscopically characterized water potenterize a potential energy surface. In the case of harmonic tials and found that the use of even modest rotational data, oscillations it is immediately apparent that the vibrational levels with J £ 2, led to a significant improvement in the energies are independent of the equilibrium geometry cho-resulting potential. sen. Similarly for anharmonic potentials one can model the vibrational energy levels of a molecule with a surface based (b) NO 2 about an incorrect equilibrium geometry. Thus, for example, in the case of water it is possible to model the bending Subsequent to their work on water, Xie and Yan (6) also vibrational term values of water with a number of different presented a potential for NO 2 . This potential started from combinations of pure bending potential parameters, f 2 0 , that of Tashkun and Jensen (13) , from which we also start; f 3 0 , rrr(see below). However, the different combinations see below. TJ originally performed their fits using vibrawill give very different behavior for rotationally excited tional term values up to 9500 cm 01 and rotational data for states, particularly those with high K a . Thus parameters a few low-lying states and the MORBID program ( 23) .
MORBID is based on the use of an approximate kinetic which give excellent results for the vibrational term values . rotational excitation; however, a major thrust of their work was the vibronic structure of the system in the region, We have attempted to test XY's surface but have been unable to perform sensible variational calculations on it as above 10 000 cm 01 , where the two electronic states are strongly coupled. published because of the presence of deep unphysical minima, holes. The less serious of these holes occurs when one It is notable that although TJ used rotational data to help them determine their potential, all the subsequent calculabond length is compressed below 0.7 Å . A more serious and extensive hole occurs in the symmetric stretch, its closest tions considered only vibrational term values. In view of the experience with water discussed above, such an approach approach to equilibrium being r Ç 1.06 Å where u Ç 115Њ. Figure 1 gives a cut through XY's potential chosen to illus-must be viewed with caution. In particular, VJ chose to vary trate the effect of this hole. As can be seen from this plot, the parameter f to stretching coordinates at the expansion point. Resetting For tests on the XY potential, we removed the effects of from zero has the effect of shifting the equilibrium geometry the unphysical minima by flattening the potential over the of the potential. Performing such a shift without reference regions where they occurred. That is, in the regions where to rotational data must be regarded as particularly dangerous. holes were evident we gave the potential the same value as We note that very recently VJ performed comparisons, but that near the top of the barrier into the holes. Removal of not fits, with rotational data (31) . the holes from the TJ potential is harder and will be discussed further below. 2 The potential energy function used in this work has the analytical form originally given by Jensen (1), in their potentials, LPHB only reproduced the low-lying by Kozin (34) 
III. A NEW FITTED POTENTIAL FOR NO

Finally, Leonardi et al. ( LPHB ) (
y j values with N £ 5 for the (0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), and (0, 0, 1) vibrational states.
Calculations
Calculations of the vibrational terms were performed uswhere all of the indices j, k, m, and n assume the values 1 ing the EKE DVR3D program (22). For these calculations or 3. The quantity y j in Eq. [1] is given by we used Radau coordinates with a dense angular grid of 115 DVR points based on Gauss-Legendre quadrature. For the y j Å 1 0 exp(0a j Dr j ),
[2] radial coordinates grids were generated using Morse oscillator-like functions (22) specified by the parameters (r e , D e , where the a j are molecular constants and Dr j Å r j 0 r e j , j Å v e ) Å (2.81, 1.3, 0.007) in atomic units. DVR grids with 37 1 or 3, is defined as a displacement from the equilibrium point Gauss-Laguerre quadrature points in each coordinates value r e j of the distance r j between the ''outer'' nucleus j Å were symmetrized by taking combinations of actual grid 1 or 3 and the ''center'' nucleus 2. The quantity r U is the points. The dimension of the final Hamiltonian used to calcuinstantaneous value of the bond angle supplement. The late the band origins was 1800. F jkmrrr expansion coefficients of Eq. [1] are functions of Rotational calculations were performed using the ROTr U and defined as LEV3B program which is part of the DVR3D suite. ROT-LEV3B performs the second step of a two-step variational calculation for the rovibrational states of triatomic mole-
Tests on both the vibrational and rotational steps of the calculation suggested that the basis sets used were actually somewhat larger than was required to obtain adequate conand vergence of the energy levels. The derivatives of the potential constants with respect
jkrrr (cos r e 0 cos r U ) i , [4] to changes in the energy levels were calculated using the Hellman-Feynman theorem. A new module, XPECT3, was written to perform this task within a DVR framework. where r e is the equilibrium value of r U and the f
jkrrr are We attempted to use the original surface of TJ for EKE expansion coefficients. The function F jk (r U ) has N Å 3, calculations of the band origins of NO 2 . These calculations F jkl (r U ) has N Å 2, and F j klm (r U ) has N Å 1. The function failed due to the presence of holes in certain areas of the V 0 (r U ) is the potential energy for the molecule bending with potential. Analysis of TJ's potential suggested that these bond lengths fixed at their equilibrium values, and here we holes were caused by the large negative values of the paramparameterize it as eters f
13 and f (1) 1113 . Therefore, these parameters were reset to zero and a V 0 (r
[5] new fit, using the MORBID program, was attempted.
There is of course a discrepancy between energy levels calculated using MORBID and those using an EKE operawhere the f
tor. It has been noted previously ( 4 ) that the discrepancy is essentially constant with respect to changes in the poten-(b) Experimental Data tial parameters. Thus it was possible to use the corrected MORBID levels for fitting once the correction factor had The vibrational term values used here were obtained by been determined. Using this technique a potential was Delon and Jost (8) using laser induced dispersed fluoresconstructed which had a similar standard deviation to TJ's cence spectroscopy of jet cooled NO 2 . They recorded the but no spurious minima in physically important regions. complete set of 191 vibrational levels below 10 000 cm
01
This new potential was used as the starting point for fits and some levels up to 12 000 cm 01 . The first electronically using the EKE operator. excited state lies at about 9734 cm 01 above the vibrational A least-squares fitting procedure was then implemented ground state (8, 20) .
to find the optimum values for the potential parameters. Data on the rotationally excited states is available for a These fits used a mixture of the sophisticated Interactive number of low-lying vibrational states (32, 33) . However, Non-Linear Least Squares ( I-NoLLS ) ( 35 ) program suite our calculations do not consider spin interaction effects and so we have used the deperturbed rotational data calculated and a simpler minimization procedure. We initially tried to determine the potential using all 114 in Our Final Least-Squares Fit even levels and 77 odd levels below 10 000 cm 01 . Fitting of the NO 2 surface is complicated by the intersection between the ground electronic state and the first excited state which is at approximately 10 000 cm 01 . The interaction between these two states perturbs the energy levels of the ground state. During the fitting procedure we removed several levels from the fit as they appeared not to be improving. It was assumed that this was because of the interactions with the higher state, although, in a single surface calculation, we had no direct evidence for this.
Many of the states removed, which are labeled in Tables  3 and 4 , have the common feature that they have a large value for £ 2 . It is also notable that in the region covered by XY's calculations, the levels we removed are those which are systematically too low in their calculation. Above about 9500 cm 01 , many even levels were removed. It is clear from LPHB's calculation (see Fig. III of Ref. (20) ) that nearly all states in this region are strongly perturbed by vibronic interactions. Conversely we found it unnecessary to remove any odd states below 9500 cm 01 and only the (4, 0, 3) and (0.11, 1) levels above this. The work of LPHB shows that the energies of the lower odd states are much less sensitive to vibronic effects than the corresponding even states and that the (4, 0, 3) state is indeed the first to be strongly perturbed. Conversely the recent study of Leonardi and Petrongolo (21) shows that odd states above 10 000 cm 01 are perturbed more strongly than even ones.
(e) Adding of Additional Potential Parameters
The constants that were initially fitted were f
13 , f (1) 111 , f (1) 113 , and f (0) 1113 . We reached the limit of the improvements that could be made by fitting these parameters. However, these constants were well determined and the correlation between them was very low; we therefore investigated whether the potential the levels with the worst agreement we were unable to make could be improved by allowing more higher order constants any significant reduction in the standard deviation. We bein the potential to float during the fit.
lieve that this problem stems from the interaction of the We were able to determine the additional constants ground state with higher electronic states. f
113 , and f (1) 1113 . Of these 17 potential parameters, f (1) 111 was found to be very poorly determined (g) Comparison with Experimental Data so it was discarded from the list of parameters that we tried
The initial standard deviation of the fit was 8.0 cm 01 . The to fit. We also tried to fit f final standard deviation achieved after fitting, and after the that we could not determine meaningful values for them. levels listed were removed, was 2.8 cm 01 . Final values for the optimized potential constants are As mentioned above, the experimental data we used for given in Table 2. fitting and comparison purposes was that of Delon and Jost (8) . For a comparison of our calculated vibrational term (f ) Levels above 10 000 cm 01 values with those of Delon and Jost see Tables 3 and 4 .
We used our optimized potential to calculate rovibraAfter fitting the potential as optimally as possible to the data available up to 10 000 cm 01 , we tried to fit it to the tional levels up to N Å 5. We used the vibrational and rotational term quoted by Tashkun and Jensen ( 13 ) for available data up to 12 000 cm 01 . Even when we removed Note. An asterisk indicates that a level was removed from the fit.
Copyright ᭧ 1997 by Academic Press Note. An asterisk indicates that a level was removed from the fit.
purposes of comparison. The agreement of these levels note that the shape of potential is also somewhat different from Xie and Yan's. with experiment was good. The error in observed minus calculated energies was found to vary from 0.008 cm 01 to around 2 cm 01 ; see Table 5 . This is significantly better
IV. CONCLUSIONS
than that found by VJ for their potential ( 31 ) . Of course, NO 2 is a considerably heavier system than water. This Tests on previous spectroscopically determined potentials have shown that some of these have problems. In particular, means that low N rotational energies are sensitive mainly to the equilibrium geometry. a seemingly excellent water potential was found to give unacceptably poor results for rotationally excited states, Finally, Fig. 1 compares a cut through our potential with previous spectroscopically determined ground state poten-while several ground state NO 2 potentials were found to contain unphysical minima (holes). tials. Besides the obvious point that our potential has removed the unphysical minima in this cut, it is interesting to We have significantly improved the spectroscopically 
